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Introduction
On October 26 & 28, 2017, a Community Meeting was held to discuss and collect feedback from the
community regarding a facility master plan.
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Participants were asked to fill out both an individual questionnaire and to participate in groups to fill out a
group questionnaire. There were a total of 33 individual questionnaires, and 8 group questionnaires. The
questionnaire was also made available online so that community members who could not attend could
provide feedback.

Cooperative Strategies would like to thank the students, staff, Board of Education, Facilities Steering
Committee, and the community of the Norfolk Public Schools for their commitment and dedication to the
planning process.

Division Leadership

Dr. Melinda J. Boone, Superintendent

School Board Members:
Mr. Rodney A. Jordan, Chair

Dr. Noelle M. Gabriel, Vice Chair
Ms. Courtney R. Doyle, Member

Rev. Edward K. Haywood, Member
Ms. Tanya K Bhasin, Member

Dr. Brad N. Robinson, Member

Ms. Yvonne P. Wagner, Member

Mr. Arturo Mendoza, Student Representative
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Norfolk Public School Overview
45 School Locations
33 Elementary Schools
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1 PK-8 School

8 Middle Schools
5 High Schools

16 Auxiliary Sites/Facilities

31,124 PK-12 Students during the 2016-2017 school year (Sep. 30, 2017)

Enrollment

Steady Birth Rate
Birth rates are generally steady but have
continued to decline since 2007.
Enrollment Decline
Enrollment has been on a decline and is
projected to continue in decline.
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Demographic Estimates
Total population increase.
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School-aged population steady.

Overall, the population is projected to increase by
1% while the school aged population is projected
to increase 42.

60%-70% socioeconomically
disadvantaged

Overall, the estimated percentage of socioeconomically disadvantaged students has remained
between 60%-70%.

85%-88% of students attend their home school

15%-25% of students transfer out of their home
school

7%-15% of students transfer into their school
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Results
PAPER:
Please rank each choice below based on your level of support for the Lake Taylor HS
Q1.
CTE Scenarios with 1 being the highest level and 4 being the lowest level of support.
Please choose each number only ONCE.
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1

2

3

4

No attendance zone

21

6

7

10

Geographic attendance zone

8

9

9

15

Programmatic attendance zone

5

19

12

4

Both geographic and programmatic
attendance zone

13

8

11

10

1 2 3 4

ONLINE:
Please rank each choice below based on your level of support for the Lake Taylor HS
Q1.
CTE Scenarios with 1 being the highest level and 4 being the lowest level of support.
Please choose each number only ONCE.
1

2

3

4

No attendance zone

0

0

0

1

Geographic attendance zone

0

2

0

0

Programmatic attendance zone

1

0

1

0

Both geographic and programmatic
attendance zone

1

0

1

0

1 2 3 4

*NOTE: One online respondent stated that they had attended a community dialogue meeting while the other
respondent indicated that they had not.
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Results
Q2. What are the challenges of a Lake Taylor PK-8 configuration?
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INDIVIDUAL:
Diversity, Equity, and Balance
• Attendance zone - because of location. Make sure we are not targeting low SES neighborhoods. Diversity major concern. We need to reconsider the now attendance zone for SSSAC for 2018. Otherwise it will
be a one low SES school for African Americans. Children should be allowed to have choice of selection
vs. neighborhood schools. LTHS should have no boundaries and be 100% choice. Moving the same
group from neighborhood schools to Lake Taylor (same pathway as today). We should work on Staffing
and instructional programming at the same time we work on building structure. Send bulleting information to civic league presidents - marketing issues.
• Equity. I am an advocate for strong community schools. If a program is good and effective, it should be
exported and replicated. If a program is poor and ineffective, it should be terminated and replaced for
the benefit of both the children and the community. I am concerned that this initiative could unintendedly create have/have not communities.
• Facility. Lake Taylor home has a stigma. CTE in name has a stigma. How will you address diversity?
• I think the greatest challenge is making neighborhood kids remain in the same neighborhood for 9 years.
This is a dis-service to socially disadvantaged students as they already lack diversity in the communities
as well as exposure out of their "zone". Low SES students need and require exposure so they will have
greater goals in life.
• If not socio-economically diverse students lack exposure to mixed community for 9 years. Activities for
middle school age.
• Students with same population for 10 years. Potential lack of diversity.
Transportation, Distance, & Start Times
• As an advocate for parents and students busing children ages 3 and 4 years of age would be an issue.
Therefore, transportation is a major challenge.
• Buses with young children and much older students. Lunch schedules. Start times.
• Bussing considerations - need for additional bussing? Facilities for younger students - playgrounds, library. Lack of diversity. 3-4 year old's can't ride buses - how does that work? Where will 3-4 year old's
go for kindergarten?
• Transportation. Parental involvement limited by location. Diversity?
• Transportation/special education
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Results
Q2. What are the challenges of a Lake Taylor PK-8 configuration?

•
•
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Little kids far from home.
Young children are moving to far from home.

Configuration & Grade Specific
• Busing, Restroom configuration for smaller children, cafeteria configurations, staffing, what happened to
the current administrators at 3 schools? Curricular changes/course offerings, building construction (AC
repair), Special Ed space, Infrastructure, sports?, office spaces (repairs needed), technology infrastructure, will staff have a choice?, where will Title 1 funds go?, too fast needs more planning.
• Consideration of scheduled between ages.
• Too many grades for CTE.
• How do you monitor separation of grades for safety? How long will it take for the building to be reconfigured to accommodate smaller students?
• Are there any studies that look at the ideal grade configuration for student achievement? It seems like
that factor should drive those decisions, not utilization. Putting more students into a school that has major maintenance problems. What will happen to Poplar Hill?
Challenges Specific to Change
• Change from the norm need to be handled with caution and care with students for opportunities to support their future. Challenge: making sure all parents are aware of the change before it happens.
• Closing the two elementary schools.
• How to merge the existing staff and administration or where they would go. How to improve the overall
physical condition of the school. These are lots of concerns regarding the current physical condition (i.e.
lots of rodents).
• I think the biggest challenge will be getting the community on board.
• Moving too fast, review funding, consider where will the overflow for the becoming a neighborhood
school.
• Only a few months into my career I'm not the best person to ask. However, it seems like we might overload the building with so many new students in an unfamiliar environment.
• Populate. Keeping student learning experience in one area for this. Application process. Consolidation
of schools. Accreditation. Staffing gain and loss - leadership. Transportation. SPED accommodating.
• Reassignment of staff from closed schools. Facility strains. Students in 1 environment for 9 years.
• The target timeframe is far too short. Parents need to be informed at least 18 months in advance. The
school board need to understand students. Need diversity among the classroom. That expose him/her
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Results
Q2. What are the challenges of a Lake Taylor PK-8 configuration?
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to new areas in the city. Limiting them to one area is wealthy. I was affected by growing up in one area
for too long.
Enrollment
• Good concept. But where will the students come from? Cannot have one school with a huge percentage
concentrated poverty. Free and reduce lunch ratio?
• I think Lake Taylor should come from the STEM as being 1 and 2 provide choice for the others schools in
the district.
• Large class sizes. Decipher problems.
• Not in favor of the PK-8 due to the students morale and possible hinder them on an emotional standpoint to prepare for HS. Travel time is another factor for younger students. Increase students = safety
concerns.
• Possible overcrowding. Teacher student ratio would be high. Lack of opportunity for students from out
of the district to attend the school.

Programming
• Creating a program reputation that will draw the attention of the students. Offering choices to attend
other programs at other middle schools that are not STEM.
• Extra cur. activities.
• I don't feel that PK-8 is the best way to go. I feel that not enough thought has been given to the overall
effect on the students after spending the first 8 years of their life in an enclosed environment of familiarity. Also, sports programs are such a vital and extricate part of school. Life at the middle school stage. It
prepares children to be competitive. A lot of students depend on athletics for college scholarships.
There are monies to be spent on this revitalization LTM school that will take away from others school
that are finally becoming re-accredited. Overall I do not feel that enough time has been allotted to be
successful with the CTE program to start in 2018. There are questions that I did not hear answers to
deadline. 2018 as the starts date.

Older Kids with Younger
• Facilities are not designed for younger students. Bathrooms, classrooms are not suited to the younger
students needs, i.e. shorter toilets and sinks, cubbies or other storage for smaller students. Also a concern of how to separate students especially those who are over age in middle school 15, 16, 17 year old's
from those younger students. Students at LTMS are already limited on offerings only have Spanish, Technology, Keyboarding, Art, PE. Will those choices be diminished or will additional ones be added?
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Results
Q2. What are the challenges of a Lake Taylor PK-8 configuration?

•

•

•
•

•

•
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Develop try reflection of city wide range of adaption of building specs, furniture, etc. for toddler to
tweens. Disadvantages include grouping very young students with MS students in transit and possible
lack of focus in offering athletics/enrichments.
Having older children in close quarters with younger, smaller children who are susceptible to non-ageappropriate ideas and behavior. The possibility of restricting low SES, minority children to one educational experience for the majority of their academic journey.

Programming for that age span would be difficult. Different needs, interested, and requirements. Lack
of diversity of experience, don't' leave the neighborhood.
Pre-K and 7th/8th grade students sharing space, however well separated - still together on buses. Closing a building (poplar halls). Not exposed to any different people and environments. Solution for a problem that doesn't exist (schools are already appropriately utilized).
#1. Influences of older more "streetwise" children upon younger children. #2. The idea of corralling children of color into holding pens so to speak rather than creating opportunities, genuine opportunities for
diversity so that they can compete in "real" world scenarios. #3. The idea that children do not form relations with people from all walks of life; people who do not look like them.
I would prefer my child to have a change in location and scenery after attending a school from K-5th
grade. I would not want my elementary age child to cross paths with an older middle school student.

GROUP:
Transportation, Distance, & Start Times
• Transportation costs and effectiveness. Coexistence within age differences. Special education accommodations with the program. Daycare/after school - AGAPE (behavior programs).
•
Busing issues. 3-4 years old currently don't ride the bus. Currently NPS does not have universal PK.
How will enrollment work for PK?
• Coordinating schedules of all the students.
• Neighborhood kids remain/same exposure for 9 years - no decreasing.
• Special ed student access. Timing to prepare the facility for PK-8 (repairs).
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Results
Q2. What are the challenges of a Lake Taylor PK-8 configuration?
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Staffing
• Lake Taylor may be a large building but in order to make it a PK-8 school is going to take a lot of time and
planning. How realistic is it with the time/resources/money is it to make it a PK-8 school? Has making
LTMS a 3-8 school been considered? Teacher staffing is the district going to be able to staff all the positions?
• Teacher shortage- availability of subject matter. Students with the same population for 10 years - potential for lack of diversity. Teachers aren't turned to each/discipline various age students. Kids don't get to
see the map outside of their neighborhood.
• Making every parent is aware. Not everybody has email or can go to a meeting. Big marketing campaign. Make sure enough class RMS and teacher opportunities.

ONLINE:
• There will be many Pre-K students to be bussed. There is currently an after-school program 4 children at
Fairlawn Elementary, will that continue? Also, there are many busing issues at this point will there not be
many more with all the different levels of age groups at one school? I understand that if this model is
adopted, Fairlawn is to be used as the new Madison, as a member of the neighborhood in which Fairlawn
sits, I will do everything in my power to keep Madison out of this neighborhood I do not believe it would
be a good element to bring into our neighborhood.
• Potential overcrowding compared to other middle grade schools.
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Results
Q3. What are the benefits of a Lake Taylor PK-8 configuration?
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INDIVIDUAL:
Configuration & Grade Specific
•

•

•
•

Making a CTE choice school would be great advantage for Norfolk. Leave pre-k separate school. Have K8. What will happen to St. Helena? We should revisit the 70/30 ratio for STEM Academy. 70%
Southside. 30% Remaining Norfolk.
My personal/biological children attend a K-8 program. However, within that school there existed children from all backgrounds and nationalities. So if a Lake Taylor PK-8 proposes to create a similar or
better environment I say go for it.
Not in support of anymore PK-8 schools in Norfolk. It may save money for NPS but not sure if it will benefit our children.
Opportunity for more students at the age of 3 and 4 to get any early head start.

Benefits Specific to Change
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Benefits include development of strong, cohesive learning communities that would better reflect/
represent city make-up.
Better opportunity to achieve an education.
Better utilization of future facilities.
Conserving resources.
Consolidation of buildings. Reduction of redundant infrastructure. Cost savings. Continuation of community.
Continuity.
Cost savings to the district.
Efficiency. Optimal utilization. Freezing of funds.
Familiar - minimize destruction opportunities.
Feeder school
Greater opportunities for all the kids. Facilities, teachers, staff.
High utilization
I am not sure there is an advantage (benefit) other than economic.
Long-term better utilization of space and resources.
More opportunities for course offerings. Better student/teacher ratios.
More options for students with opportunities to career options within our community.
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Results
Q3. What are the benefits of a Lake Taylor PK-8 configuration?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Space utilization. Ability to keep a neighborhood focus. Ability to create a sense of belonging when
attending for 9 years.
Stronger feeling of community attachment to school. Problem with after school activities/sports.
Students would become familiar with their new environment sooner. It would provide a sense of stability to parents whose kids schools have closed.
Students would benefit from having teachers who instruct on different grade levels. Creates stability
with the student in the school. Teachers develop an early rapport with students early that will last.
The opportunity to establish long term relationships with students who may lack stability at home.
Utilization
Utilization of the building. Consolidating of smaller schools.
Yes it will cause kids to be more focused on careers and education. It may be a wonderful program.

Programming
•

Possibility for diversity and access to options for the CTE programming next door.

Older Kids with Younger
• A link between the elementary and middle school education between teachers and students.
• I believe in the PK-8 system. It is my experience that behaviors are better, families are stronger and
more involved in their students education. It is easier to attend one building for multiple children.
• Older students can help younger. Teachers can know students better - help often teacher wonderful and
helpful students. Siblings in some schools can help parents with schedules, etc.
Other
•
•
•
•
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I don't think it is a good idea.
Looks like this decision has already been made and we are just a formality.
None based on commuting children to one section of the city for too long. Let alone if the child has to
repeat a year's courses.
Uniforms for students. New programs. Needed repairs to the big hole in the office ceiling. Will the
needed repairs be done by the implementation?
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Results
Q3. What are the benefits of a Lake Taylor PK-8 configuration?
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GROUP:
Configuration & Grade Specific
•

Opportunities for 3 and 4 year old's to get an early start. Stability/consistency. Cost savings to the district. Family oriented.

Programming
•
•

Career paths options. More course offerings. Caring long term relationships. Make parent involvement
as component.
Maybe saving money from keeping poplar hills open.

Older Kids with Younger
• Age spread in same facilities and buses.
• Housing students of different age groups in one building maximizes teacher resources. Parents and kids
are familiar with the school/staff environment. Research supports increased success of students in K-8/

ONLINE:
• Some benefits of the pre K-8 configuration may be that the older children might be used as mentors for
the younger children as is done in the Catholic School program and if the local Williams school program,
both of which have been very successful. It also may give the middle school children less time to worry
about being grown and more time about being an example for the younger students. However, I do worry that with space probably being an issue, what about all the children that come to Lake Taylor Middle
School now from the Campostella area? Will they stay in their area or will they come to Lake Taylor still?
• Robust utilization of a capital resource; availability to repurpose other assets; enhanced utilization of
SSAC, to provide catalyst for feeder into CTE.
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Results—Demographics
Q4

INDIVIDUAL:
Which school(s) are you affiliated with? (check all that apply)
Academy for Discovery @
Lakewood
Academy of International
Studies @ Rosemont
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5
0
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1

Little Creek Elementary

1

Willard Model School

0

Monroe Elementary

2

Azalea Gardens Middle

0

Bay View Elementary

0

Norview Elementary

3

Blair Middle

2

Berkeley/Campostella ECC

0

Willoughby PK-2 / Ocean View
3-5

4

Lake Taylor Middle

0

Calcott Elementary

2

Oceanair Elementary

1

Northside Middle

0

Camp Allen Elementary

2

Poplar Halls K-2 / Fairlawn 3-5

2

Norview Middle

0

Chesterfield Academy

3

Richard Bowling Elementary

6

Ruffner Academy

0

Coleman Place Elementary

0

Sewells Point Elementary

11

B. T. Washington High

2

Crossroads Elementary

0

Sherwood Forest Elementary

5

Granby High

2

Granby Elementary

7

STEM Academy @ Campostella

8

Lake Taylor High

0

Ghent School

3

St. Helena Elementary

6

Maury High

0

Ingleside Elementary

0

Suburban Park Elementary

3

Norview High

5

Jacox Elementary

1

Tanners Creek Elementary

3

All

1

Larchmont Elementary

1

Tarrallton Elementary

1

None

2

Larrymore Elementary

1

Taylor Elementary

0

Other
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ONLINE:
Which school(s) are you affiliated with? (check all that apply)
Academy for Discovery @
Lakewood
Academy of International
Studies @ Rosemont
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Little Creek Elementary
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Willard Model School

0

Monroe Elementary

0

Azalea Gardens Middle

0

Bay View Elementary

0

Norview Elementary

0

Blair Middle

0

Berkeley/Campostella ECC

0

Willoughby PK-2 / Ocean View
3-5

1

Lake Taylor Middle

0

Calcott Elementary

0

Oceanair Elementary

0

Northside Middle

0

Camp Allen Elementary

1

Poplar Halls K-2 / Fairlawn 3-5

0

Norview Middle

0

Chesterfield Academy

0

Richard Bowling Elementary

0

Ruffner Academy

0

Coleman Place Elementary

0

Sewells Point Elementary

0

B. T. Washington High

0

Crossroads Elementary

0

Sherwood Forest Elementary

1

Granby High

0

Granby Elementary

0

STEM Academy @ Campostella

1

Lake Taylor High

0

Ghent School

0

St. Helena Elementary

0

Maury High

0

Ingleside Elementary

0

Suburban Park Elementary

0

Norview High

0

Jacox Elementary

0

Tanners Creek Elementary

0

All

0

Larchmont Elementary

0

Tarrallton Elementary

0

None

0

Larrymore Elementary

0

Taylor Elementary

0

Other

